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making your words count 
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In addition to the formal, technical aspects of typography learned in  
Design 3 (font families, tracking, kerning, etc), there is an additional layer 
of thought required when your project is information design focused. 

You must pay attention to  

LEGIBILITY 

and  

READABILITY 
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LEGIBILITY 
refers to the traits that affect recognition of individual letters and words. 

As we read, we recognize the SHAPE of words rather than processing each 
individual letter to sound the word out.  This allows us to process content 
faster. 

Factors that affect legibility: 

• Shape 
• Scale 
• Style 
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READABILITY 
refers to the clarity and speed at which typographic content can be read in 
large quantities. 

This is tied to a font’s legibility, but is also tied to the designer’s design and 
layout decisions. 

Factors that affect legibility: 

• Size 
• Spacing 
• Alignment 
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Vaughn!
NEXT RIGHT!

SOUTH!
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This is why fonts are described primarily in two ways: 

DISPLAY TYPE 

vs 

TEXT 
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DISPLAY TYPE 

Appropriate in small doses. Generally used at larger sizes. 
Has a distinct personality. 
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LOOK AT ME! 

I’m Special! 

So Stylish! 
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TEXT  

Suitable for more intensive reading and larger  
bodies of text: 
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• Baskerville gets the job done…and is
a real page turner.

• Times goes the distance…and keeps going
and going and going…

• Century gothic knows where it’s at,  
and then some. 

HOT body text: 
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LEGIBILITY CONSIDERATION 1:  
SHAPE 

In typography, shape is discussed in terms of form (positive shape) and 
counter form (negative spaces knocked out of letters). 

The relationship between the two impacts the legibility/quick recognition of 
the letter.  Too much contrast on either side makes it difficult to read quickly. 

The most legible fonts have a well balanced proportion. 
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LEGIBILITY CONSIDERATION 2:  
SCALE 

The distance between the x-height and the cap height impacts legibility. 
Typefaces with tall x-heights are easier to read because they appear larger. 

This is 20 pt Baskerville  
This is 20 pt Helvetica  
This is 20 pt Cochin
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LEGIBILITY CONSIDERATION 2:  
SCALE 

Width to height ratio determines how wide each letter appears. 
The most legible typefaces have a fairly equal width to height ratio. 
(Extended, condensed tend to be less legible.) 

Stroke width to height relationship 
(light, regular, bold) impacts  
legibility as discussed previously  
(form vs counterform).   
Light or extra bold fonts  
are generally less legible. 
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LEGIBILITY CONSIDERATION 3:  
STYLE 

Type comes in various styles: Serif and Sans Serif, Display, Text, Italic, 
Classic, Experimental… 

When selecting a typeface for information design, you should focus on 
accessibility. Your typeface should be clear and unambiguous.  

• Balanced in weight and proportion 
• No decorative details  
• No exaggerated characters 
• Distinct individual letterforms that  
are easily recognized 
• Stand out on their own,  
and feel unified when in a group 
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READABILITY CONSIDERATION 1:  
SIZE 

Ways to make written content easier for the user to access 

Rules for type size: 

PRINT: Body copy should be no smaller than 9pt and no larger than 14pt 

WEB: The larger viewing distance for a monitor means the ideal web size 
is 12-14pt 

SIGNAGE: Always consider the viewing distance and other environmental 
facts (light, speed, etc) 
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READABILITY CONSIDERATION 1:  
SIZE 

Rules for column width: 

If columns of copy are too narrow, words become hyphenated and  
viewers are not able to scan significantly amounts of info. 
If too wide, they eye has a hard time relocated the starting point  
of the next line. 

PRINT: 4” columns are ideal 

WEB: 7” rows of type are ideal 
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READABILITY CONSIDERATION 2:  
SPACING 
Spatial considerations from kerning to paragraph density can affect the ease and 
speed with which we process text.   

Leading (aka Line Spacing): 
Defines the vertical distance between lines of type 

For long term reading, moderate line spacing is  
Optimal. If too tight—interrupts natural flow of  
reading, creating areas of tension caused by  
colliding ascenders and descenders 

If too loose—it can slow reading time and  
interfere with ability to find the starting point  
of the next line in a paragraph. 

HINT: Most page layout programs default  
leading to 120% of the type size. 10pt type  
will sit on 12pt leading. 
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READABILITY CONSIDERATION 2:  
SPACING 
Letter Spacing: 
The act of adjusting the horizontal spacing between the letters 

Kerning: Adjustment to the space between two individual letters 
Improper can cause areas of visual tension or gaps that can impair reading. 

Tracking: Adjustment of space in a word, line, or paragraph of text. 
If too tight, letters bump together and lose their individual character. 
If too loose, the letter appear to be floating and words are difficult to discern. 
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READABILITY CONSIDERATION 3:  
ALIGNMENT 
In western culture because we read from left to right, top to bottom, left aligned type is 
the easiest for the viewer to read rapidly. 

If centered or right aligned, the inconsistency of the  
ragged edge makes it difficult for the reader to find the  
starting point from line to line. 

The inconsistent spacing within  
justified text creates legibility  
issues as well. 
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QUICK TIPS 
Create the perfect match 
Pairing a serif font with sans serif font creates clear typographic contrast. 
Avoid pairing two different sans serifs, or two different serifs—the average reader will 
not immediately discern the difference. 

Learn the two-step 
To enhance hierarchy, try using two steps of differentiation in your type choices. 
If body copy is text sized and black, make captions smaller and italic. 
Or subheads larger and a different color.  
Apply the two step technique to your entire type system. 

“x” it up 
When mixing typefaces on the same line, adjust the point size so that the x-heights 
align.  
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